One of the more entertaining events in Hanlon Lee’s Action
Theater history took place this past weekend when the
French Knight speared himself a pair of panties that had
been “donated” by someone in the audience. The panties
were passed to the French Knight from a kettle crack seller
who had used his own popcorn display stick as an impromptu
lance of sorts to procure the panties from an excited
female patron (no further comment on this). Now, if you are
imagining a sinuous French woman in a push-up corset, pulling
a little piece of lacey dental floss out from under her gauzy
cotton skirt to adorn the French knight before battle, you
will be disappointed. According to reports, the size of the
TEAL GRANNY PANTIES on Frenchy’s lance indicated that
the buttocks those panties had been clinging to just
moments prior had to resemble more a tub of cottage
cheese than tasty cheesecake. Those panties flapped around
in the wind like a flag on the end of the French Knights
lance as he paraded around the arena. But really, kids, does
size matter in this case? Isn’t it the thought that counts?
Yes, we salute you, teal granny panties and we salute you, oh
donor of those panties!

Apparently, wisdom isn’t the only thing not to be found in
the privies. Hygiene appears to be missing as well. It’s sad,
but there are some people that are just downright nasty.
TRF is making a most impressive effort to keep the
participant privies clean, but some of you apparently don’t
know how use indoor facilities.
Here are some simple instructions:
Pee/Poo in the toilet. Not on the floor.
Don’t throw mounds of toilet paper on the ground. Wipe
your ass, discard the paper in the bowl, flush and get
the hell out.
And yes, these are flush toilets. So flush the damned
things when you’re done.
If you pile 30 cubic feet of toilet paper in the toilet, it
is probably going to stop up. If you really have to use
three rolls, flush several times during your clean up
routine to keep the drains running.

Ok, maybe we are just missing something very fundamental here,
but does it seem like the trumpets for the joust are getting slower
and s-l-o-w-e-r? They still sound all regal and impressive and
everything, but it is taking way too danged long to finish the tootles
and blatts. The tympani drums finished several minutes before the
brass did the end of the final joust last weekend, for cryin’ out loud.
With music critique aside, this a somnambulant reminder that we
are seven weekends into this thing and it is easy to get bored and
complacent. Even weekend after weekend of postcard weather and
good attendance can get boring and mundane. It’s the same old
rude, rednecky people filing through your shoppe, or stiffing you a
decent tip after an especially tiring show.

Privy Profundity (2008)
“In case of sewer overflow, your toilet seat
may be used as a floatation device.”
-Men’s Privies on Industrial Row,
Author Unknown

• Clearnace neon polyester, $13.00
• Accessories from the ‘Hanna Montana
Princess Collection’, $20.00
• Manic Panic Cotton Candy hair coloring, $8.00
• Obtaining two human sacrifices for the
“Faerie Godfather”, $PRICELESS

Rennie ABC's (2010)
A is for Arse, that bounces on my face.
B is for Bodice, that needs some more lace.
C is for Chainmaille, two sizes too small,
(that you should not be wearing, no sir, not at all.)
D is for Dogtail, all pretty in pink.
E is for Elephant, that’s had too much to drink.
F is for Faire, the reason we’re here.
G is for Garb, that covers your rear.
H is for Henry, who is our King.
I is for India, the source of our bling.
J is for Jousting, the thing with the lance.
K is for Knights, in ...shiny ...shiny pants.
L is for Leather, too much of it here.
M is for Money, you need that for beer.
N is for Naked, too little to wear...
O is for ...Oh, God! What are you wearing?!
P is for Playtrons, with money to spend.
Q is for Queens, some of them men.
R is for Rennie, that would be us.
S is for Sleep, which we can't get enough.
T is for Tent, our house with no yard.
U is for Underwear, no that's not garb.
V is for Virgin, God, what a tease.
W is for Weapons, peace tie them please.
X marks the spot, which is typically wrong.
Y is for Y the hell are we singing this song?
Z is the end, to which we have come,
my throat is now parched, so please pass the rum!

It’s time to ask yourself what you believe.
Well, if the patrons don’t do it for you anymore, do it for the other
participants around you that are working harder than you are to
maintain the illusion that is TRF. If you can’t handle it, go home. But
don’t screw it up for everybody else.
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